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滤波，在 FPGA 内实现了 2.5kHz 精度的数字变频。利用 Xilinx 的 IP Core 实现了
PCI Express 的逻辑接口，并完成了对 DMA 控制逻辑的设计。 
后，本文介绍了系统应用程序的设计，并对系统进行了性能测试。测试结





























With the rapid development of navigation technology and space science, the RF 
Signal Record & Playback System has been widely used in the fields of navigation, 
meteorology, aerospace, communication and so on. It can record the signal of real 
world under different circumstances, so that the researchers can take it as the source 
of their studies to verify theirs algorithm. Moreover, it can replay the signal either 
recorded or artificially generated, so that the engineers can test their receivers or 
terminals under different circumstances in the laboratory, which obviously reduces the 
cost of development and facilitates the test. 
According to the requirement of RNSS and the research achievement before, this 
paper presents the scheme of a universal RF Signal Record & Playback System, and 
carries out the design and implementation of the system. The system can complete 
4-channel RF signal’s record and playback, maximum 170MSPS per channel, with 
frequency range from 1150MHz to 1610MHz, 55MHz of bandwidth, and has the 
functions of data storage, analysis and playback. 
Firstly, for the involving signal sampling theory, the paper introduces multi-rate 
signal processing theory, makes a research to the PCI Express bus for the system and 
disk array technology, and breaks through the bottleneck of the other current research 
on the transmission and storage rates. The paper proposes the system specifications on 
the former basement, and achieves selection of the key chip and determines the 
overall block diagram of the system. 
Secondly, in terms of hardware design, the paper adopts the modular method to 
divide the various functional sub-modules reasonably, and discusses the design basis 
of the various functional modules in detail, focusing on analysis of the key circuits 
including RF front-end low noise amplifier, mixer, PLL loop filter, power distribution. 















filter as the first level of filtering, and achieves the 2.5 kHz accuracy digital frequency 
conversion by FPGA. Using Xilinx IP Core, the paper realizes the PCI Express logical 
interface, and completes the DMA control logic design. 
Finally, the paper describes the design of the system application and system 
performance testing. The test results show that the system can work effectively and 
reliably, and the continuous transfer rate is up to 900MB/s. 
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